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General Guidelines

Authors will include their institutional affiliation in all scientific publications using, exclusively, the formula:

Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)

in English, without translation\(^1\) and no comma between the name and the acronym, only the parenthesis

Personnel with two or more Affiliations

For researchers linked to another institution in addition to Barcelona Supercomputing Center, please note that Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC) will always appear as the first affiliation (unless incompatible with other agreements or contracts). Please find hereunder the different possible combinations, depending on whether you are participants to the Joint Programme BSC CRG IRB, or if you are ICREA, CSIC or UPC personnel:

ICREA: for researchers that are ICREA and work at BSC, the affiliation will be expressed as following

Pablo Garcia\(^1,2\)
\(^1\)Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)
\(^2\)ICREA, Pg. Lluís Companys 23, 08010 Barcelona, Spain.

CSIC: If the author is BSC and CSIC personnel, the correct way to express the affiliation will be

Pablo Garcia\(^1,2\)
\(^1\)Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)
\(^2\)IIIA - CSIC

UPC: If the author is both BSC and UPC personnel, the affiliation will be expressed as following

Pablo Garcia\(^1,2\)
\(^1\)Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)
\(^2\)Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC)

BSC - CRG – IRB: For publications of BSC personnel participating to the the BSC CRG IRB Joint Research Programme, the correct way to report the affiliation will be

Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)

And they will acknowledge the Joint BSC-CRG-IRB Research Program in Computational Biology in the Acknowledgments section of the publication

\(^1\) The affiliation should not contain additional information about the department or the research group. Where this information is mandatory, the department name will be added in English after the name of the centre, without abbreviations or acronyms, and starting with "Department".

The address of the Center will be included only if it’s obligatory: C/ Jordi Girona 29, 08034-Barcelona, Spain
**Visiting Personnel**

BSC researchers who publish when visiting other research centres should include the name of both institutions (except in exceptional cases), always using the formula **Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)**.

Similarly, all visiting researchers from other entities staying at Barcelona Supercomputing Center shall mention both affiliations in any scientific work developed as a result of their research at the Center.

**Contact**: questions about these issues should be addressed to Isabel.garcia@bsc.es